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Foreign born football players
• Increase of foreign born football players
representing national teams in FIFA World Cup 
→ A new phenomenon?
• “How, and why, has the number of foreign born 
football players in FIFA World Cup changed 
between 1930-2014?”
• Database on international football players
– Historical overview on nationality changes is lacking
– Qualified teams for FIFA World Cups 1930-2014
Database
1) Setting up a database: searching data
– Biographical data & information on parental heritage
– Scraping data from Wikipedia 
2) Classifying data
– Who counts as a foreign born football player?
– ‘Foreign born’ versus ‘(foreign) national’
3) Generating output 
– 10.000 cases (not all unique)
– Relate to international migration trends
Who counts as ‘foreign born’?
• Mostly used in international migration studies
“All people who have ever migrated from their country of 
birth to their current country of residence” (OECD, 2017)
• Useful, but lacking (historical) context 
– Territorial changes of borders
– Colonial relations
• Three perspectives on ‘foreign born’
1) Using current state borders (anno 2014)
2) Borders at the time of FIFA World Cups
3) Colonial relationships related to players’ date of birth
Perspective 1: 2014 Borders
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2014: French foreign born players
Perspective 2: Border changes
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Disintegrated States - Yugoslavia
Yugoslavia: World Youth Champions 1987
Perspective 3: Colonial Ties
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Foreign / Colonial Nationals
Portuguese national football team in 1966
Dutch international Bep Bakhuys (1934)
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PERSPECTIVES FOREIGN-BORN FOOTBALL PLAYERS AND 
INTERNATIONAL MIGRANTS
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A quick interpretation
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